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Shirt
Collection
As the base of your winter outfit — literally the closest
layer to your body — every man wants his shirt to be
breathable, comfortable and appropriate, all at the
same time.
Because deciding ‘what goes with what’ is probably the most challenging
part of the dressing process, we recommend encouraging your customers
to buy at least one shirt together with the rest of their outfit: no more
morning guesswork when it comes to getting dressed! And because a
shirt-swap alone can create a whole new look, two shirts are (of course)
always better than one.
Catch a first glimpse of (y)our FW22 shirt additions on the following pages
— sure-fire allies on even the coldest of days.
Update: the end of face masks
As pandemic restrictions have eased around the world, our face masks will

SH00287

no longer be available for order from July onwards.
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Business shirts

SH00274, SH0277 & SH00273

SH00267, SH00278, SH00276 & SH00272

Your go-to office favourites

Four 365 poplin checks by Thomas Mason:

Four 365 (in)formal stretch satins by Albini:

one mixed-blue tattersall and three ginghams on lightweight, breathable and ultra-crisp

with a touch of stretch and a lustrous sheen, for a shirt that feels as great against your skin

white cotton poplin.

as it looks under your smartest ensemble. In white, black and two blues.

Nine 365 extra-compact poplins by Thomas Mason:

Two 365 fine dobby twills by Thomas Mason:

merging the benefits of easy-care with the durable sophistication of poplin thanks to their

featuring compact, double-twisted yarns for easy-care functionality in everyday shades of

ultra-fine, double-twisted yarns. Including five whites with variously coloured checks, one

white and light blue.

soft-blue fil-à-fil, one solid white, one solid light blue and one solid pink.
Two 365 white cotton twills by Thomas Mason:
with small woven checks in mixed blue, and blue and light purple. Resistant to wrinkles
thanks to their compact construction and double-twisted yarns.
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Luxury shirts
Perfect for weddings and formal events
One 365 formal satin in 100% cotton by Albini: in the elegant colour of
light grey, with a noticeable sheen and medium weight.
Two white zephyr cotton poplins with blue checks by Thomas Mason:
a smooth, lightweight and exceptionally breathable cloth in one tattersall and
one prince of whales.
Three luxury Sea Island cottons in white by Thomas Mason: compact
weaves made from the world’s finest and softest cotton, spun into strong,
double-twisted yarns for easy garment maintenance. In fine twill, fine royal

SH00270

Oxford and fine poplin.
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Smart-casual
shirts
A versatile foundation
Two 365 and three 365-Seasonal cotton flannels by Canclini:
with four of the five made from either fully or partly organic cotton
— for winter-ready shirts with a soft hand, clean look and casual-but-

SH00290, SH00291, SH00287, SH00288 & SH00289

sartorial vibe.
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Knit shirts

SH00284, SH00285, SH00286

SH00282, SH00283

Maximum comfort, minimal effort

Two 365 piqué knits:

Three new 365 fine wool jerseys:

a nice, cool drape with a clean look, soft touch and lightweight feel. Made from breathable

a bestselling quality from last winter, these soft, easy and lightweight shirtings are both

100% cotton with a desirable mélange effect in light sand and walnut.

naturally elastic and less prone to wrinkles. Made from fine S120 wool fibres in bone, sky
blue and light grey.
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